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Screenshot - Group 
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01 About Us 

 

What kind of organization do you work for? 

(Participants chose one item) 

Item Checks Percentage of Voters 

Land trust 7 ||||| 12% 

Environment non-profit organization 22 ||||||||||||| 38% 

State or local government 10 |||||| 17% 

Community organization 4 ||| 7% 

Grantmaker / funder 1 | 2% 

Federal government 9 |||||| 16% 

Other (enter below) 5 ||| 9% 

Total Checks 58 

 

“Other” 

001 Consultant 

002 NPS Chesapeake Office 

003 Regional government 

004 environmental coalition 

005 Public Recreation and Parks Department leader 

006 although we're a Land Trust, also 

007 Non Profit w/ youth and environmental focus 

008 Heritage Non-Profit 

009 Chesapeake Conjure Society 
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In which pre-session meeting(s) did you participate? 

Item Checks Percentage of Voters 

Urbanish - Oct 14 16 |||||||||| 28% 

Ruralish - Oct 22 17 |||||||||| 30% 

Data & Analysis - Oct 29 10 |||||| 18% 

Did not attend any pre-sessions 30 |||||||||||||||||| 53% 

Total Checks 73 

 

The most important take-away for you from that meeting? 

001 N/A 

002 We are on the right track. 

003 A restructuring of power (leadership or funding specific) is necessary 

004 Need for more diverse attendance at these meetings. 

005 Plus the We Need to Talk Session! 

006 Local/on the ground insight and perspectives 

007 need to address housing issues as well as recreational needs 

008 N/A 

009 Importance of data and analysis 

010 recognition of urban opportunities 

011 time to rethink how we resource town and city parks and GI 

012 Pleasure that urban conservation is being taking seriously. 

013 There are many ways that people get health and access benefits for open space 

014 The exciting synergy among land and water organizations in making real change. 

015 That we have a lot to accomplish but that this group is the right organizing mechanism to 
make it happen. 

016 What are the metrics to measure success? 

017 I'm looking forward to learning about the outcomes of the pre-session meetings. 

018 intersection themes 

019 The need to expand our conversations. 

020 Everyone's willingness to share information ... 
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1.  Principles – Recommended for Advancing Public 
Health, Equity, and Conservation 

Of these principles, what is missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or 
changed?  (Draft principles below, responses further below) 

1. Acknowledge and Address the History that Got Us Here: We must be forthright in acknowledging this 
and understanding how and where these factors are still in play.       

2. Public Health & Communities Require Multidisciplinary Approaches: Programmatic “silo-ation” 
exacerbates problems. Communities require integrated approaches.    

3. Start From the Lens of Livability: Public health is dependent on multiple aspects of livability 
community based conservation should be designed to support or directly provide many of these.    

4. Work From and Around Community Centers: Hospitals, schools, churches, and other community 
centers should be at the center of community driven park, connectivity, greening and healthy food 
efforts.     

5. This Work Must be Community Led and Driven: Outsiders must not operate from “savior” 
complexes. Incorporate the health standard “do no harm” in our work. Engage from ground up so 
communities lead and express specifically what they need.     

6. Adapt Priorities: An equity focus will require an adaptation of our current scaled practices to 
sometimes target smaller and different conservation actions such as addressing park deserts.    

7. Real Park Access Requires Openness: We must remove all barriers for communities of color. 
Underserved communities need to see others like themselves (including as staff) at parks and other 
green spaces.     

8. Connectivity is Key: Walking is the only free method of transportation. All residents in the watershed 
should live within walking distance of publicly accessible and safe connected networks of  green space.     

9. Healthy Local/Regional Food Systems Support Healthy Communities: Farming, whether rural or 
urban, provides jobs, healthy food, and less fragile food systems. We need a collaborative, sustained, 
community-based effort to enhance local and regional food networks.     

10. Make Equity Analyses Standard Practice: Agencies, elected officials, NGOs, and advocates should 
use data-informed maps and tools to identify priority neighborhoods and collaborate with local 
residents and organizations to plan or improve parks, trails, community gardens, and other green 
spaces.     

11. Land Conservation Entities Must Evolve.  In order for the above principles to come to life, land 
conservation organizations, ranging from land trusts to government agencies must internally transform 
to become more equity focused organizations. 
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THEMES in PRINCIPLES 

• Re: 1. Acknowledging and Addressing the History that Got Us Here 
Be specific about what needs to be acknowledged (Land Use? Access? Redlining?) 

• Re: 2. Public Health & Communities Require Multidisciplinary Approaches 
This requires new time, money, communication skills 
How do we strategically connect with the public health community? 
Silo-ation is an inside term 

• Re: 5. This Work Must be Community Led and Driven 
Initial priority 

• Re: 7. Real Park Access Requires Openness 
Who is “we” in this? 

• Re: 8. Connectivity is Key 
Can we center access into future infrastructure plans? 

• Re: 9. Healthy Local/Regional Food Systems Support Healthy Communities 
Initial priority 

• Re: 10. Make Equity Analyses Standard Practice 
Initial priority 
 

• Inclusive network of people interested in outdoor space is first step to intentional 
action toward equity. This list is written as where we are in the partnership. How 
does the ‘they’ become the ‘we’ 

• Be cognisant of those working at other levels (Principle could be that we align our 
programs so that they don’t create barriers). There are different things we can 
contribute at different levels. 

• Refine the principles to be more explicit about vision vs policy 

• Missing: conservation/ ecosystem values 

• Missing: stewardship 

• Missing: economic value to community (principles should increase health and 
wealth for those living in communities) 

• Missing: use of land once it’s conserved 

• Missing: disconnect between where we are now and where we want to be. Need 
to make funders aware of this. 
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• How do we sustain enthusiasm for outdoor rec in a post-pandemic world? Vacant 
properties in urban areas to create open space where the pandemic has hit 
people hardest 

• Define key terms (livability, connectivity, walkability, barriers, openness) 

• “Subverting the idea that environmentalism is a luxury good” 

• Transition background info into an introduction and shorten down to 5-6 
principles. Less is more. 

What is missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or changed? 

001 What exactly are we acknowledging specifically in our history? Land use, access? 

002 1. Specifics acknowledging history 

003 Really have to know that a lot of these have to be with a changing mindset. It is important to 
acknowledge it. The principles are fabulous, but in the implementation there are going to be 
officials that are in a different place than us. Getting them to acknowledge these principles is 
difficult. 

004 2. How do we "go to them", them being public health oriented issues? 

005 Silo-ation seems to be an inside term. Organizations and partners are divided and operate 
independently without sharing information. We are distant from the public health community. 

006 There are different things we can contribute at different levels. Working at the community level 
is important, but we are not all on that level (federal government). Different scales at which 
people can contribute to these objectives must be noted. 

007 1. Be specific about what events need to be acknowledged and corrected, e.g., neighborhood 
redlining and the impact on communities and access to investment and parks. 

008 Integrating the economy into this. Economic systems are vital to getting people to places. There 
has to be an inclusion of the economy in this. 

009 9. healthy food systems- mention food deserts or access to affordable healthy foods. 

010 Acknowledging the history includes the community level efforts to combat redlining who didn't 
wait for us to catch up. Showing the map of redlining in Baltimore, also show the mapping of 
green spaces to show how the community has already responded. 

011 2. Multidisciplinary communications is gonna require more time, more money, etc. 

012 2. A broader context. 

Multidisciplinary partnerships requires different management new communication skills 

013 2. Communication is KEY and is critical 

014 3. livability. Define 
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015 Being intentional about equity is a must. - we have been discussing this topic for years and the 
needle has not moved much. It is time for us to become intentional on the approach and to 
embrace others . Our biases led us to think that seeing others different than ourselves on the 
green space leads to fear for us and a feeling of being unwelcomed for others. So an inclusive 
network of people interested in outdoor space is a first step 

016 These are not just principles above. They include background information. This information 
should be used as an introduction and then use the principles to make real changes. People at 
different scales should be able to do their work at different levels. We should look at this and 
really pull out the core principles that are going to drive the work. Make the background more 
brief and have 5-6 principles. Less is more. 

017 2. We can't be everything to all people 

018 1, 5 and 6 could be unpacked and stated in a few sentences (as a background) and then move 
into the principles. 

019 Deliberate and direct inclusion of these principles, continuously 

020 There is a large difference between vision and policy and need to refine these principles to do 
that. 

021 Park access is important 

022 5, 9, and 10 are initial priorities 

023 Lots of jargon here, how do we standardize these terms 

024 This list is written as where we are as a partnership. We are still outsiders in a lot of the 
communities mentioned. When does the 'they' become the 'we'. How do we get where we want 
to end up? 

025 Define connectivity, walkability, barriers, openness, 

026 8. Can we center access into future infrastructure plans? 

027 9. Food is so important and a good topic for rallying around 

028 7. Who is "we" in this? 

029 Where is the conservation/ecosystem values here? 

030 Needs more stewardship reflected here 

031 Missing: Conservation value of landscapes and ecosystems themselves as well as other values 
that can enhance conservation values. 

032 How can these parks be a source of the economy for the community? Bringing the investments 
back into the community. Principle: intertwine health, local economics and jobs. Then move into 
the nitty gritty- don't scare people off with the details early on. 

033 Thoughts on current situation...How do we sustain enthusiasm for outdoor recreation in a post-
pandemic world? How can we capitalize on vacant properties and buildings in urban areas due to 
the pandemic to create more open spaces where it is needed the most? 

034 Those who are not at the community level should not hinder those working at the community 
level. Policies discussion? Principle could be that we align our programs so that they are not 
barriers. 
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035 Principles should increase health and wealth for those living in the communities. Economic 
mobility issue. 

036 Presence of environmental justice would be important 

037 "balance" 

038 "Subverting the idea that environmentalism is a luxury good" 

039 Fundamental disconnect between where we are and where we want to be. We should let 
funders know this. Groups like ours need to say that ranking systems for funding need to be 
updated to meet our principles. A statement from our community would be very valuable for 
these agencies. Federal funding, LWCF, state programs, etc. 

040 Use of land once it's conserved 
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2.  Policies & Practices – Recommended for Advancing 
Public Health, Equity, and Conservation 

Of these policies and practices, what is missing?  What might be improved, 
strengthened or changed?  ((Draft policies below, responses further below.) 

• Integrate open space planning with housing and development policies to ensure access 
and prevent gentrification. Build in clear strategies for avoiding green gentrification 
from the very beginning. 

• Make equitable parks, open space, green infrastructure assessments and plans part of 
design, review and financing of housing and commercial development in disadvantaged 
and low income, neighborhoods of color. 

• Adopt or strengthen policies to maintain trees, tree canopy areas, and forests and 
incentivize renewable development on already impacted lands. 

• Update ordinances for adequate public facilities. Develop and stick to health impact 
goals for assessments such as walkability. Require developers to dedicate public open 
space. 

• Adopt connectivity policies in master plans. Make bike-pedestrian infrastructure an 
access priority.  

• Build incentives and positive pressure through education and landowner networks to 
open private lands to public use, especially on the waterfront. Expand liability 
protections. Provide higher payments for public access in easement valuations on 
private lands. 

• Require public schools to provide multiple opportunities for students to engage in 
outdoor learning experiences. Adopt environmental literacy graduation requirements. 
Support  teacher training and  professional development. 

 

THEMES in POLICIES & PRACTICES 

• Open Space Planning and Equity: Replicate 11th Street Bridge project model for 
building economic opportunities for existing communities.  

• Community Driven: These are excellent recommendations, but we do not have 
the right people at the table to implement. Some bullets for a first step of 
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engaging with communities, building buy-in, identifying intersectional issues. 
Emphasis on grassroots community organizing. 

o build trust and then ask the questions around potential policy topics, 
rather than presenting a list; go into communities without an agenda 

o Strengthen creating/naming a diversity and equity strategy 

o How will impacted communities be reached? how will CCP build 
relationships with community leaders of color? Creating a empathetic and 
targeted approach to get communities of color involved in each policy 

o The urgency we face does not allow for more "community buy in" 
processes we have become accustomed to. New ways of gaining 
momentum are needed. Incentives are required. 

• Education: Environmental education/experiences outside of public schools is 
missing. For example, fishing days for families and bioblitzes. Target Title 1, low 
income areas. Develop clear Incentives. Need to continue to connect with the 
next generation. There needs to be true ladder of opportunity from Play, Learn, 
Serve, Work. 

• LWCF: Federal agencies need to address critical bottlenecks in federal land 
acquisition including realty staff capacity, appraisals, contracting and title review. 
Hiring rules need to be relaxed to enable agencies to hire a more diverse team of 
realty specialists and expand economic opportunities for graduates of HBCUs, 
HSIs and other communities. 

• Eased lands: Positive pressure to opening private land for public use could be 
'triggering' in rural communities. Reword. Success in rural communities has been 
through one on one engagement and not policy. Strategy is crucial here, and 
must stay local, not large NGO or government. 

• Public transportation & connectivity: Bike pedestrian connectivity is important 
but we also need to look at other types of public transportation connecting 
people more effectively to green spaces. 

• Jobs: Integrate job training programs for the community that works with tree 
plantings. There are many organizations doing this work in Baltimore and rural 
Pa. Helps to equate jobs and the economy with environmental improvements. 
Focus on green jobs and more employment opportunities!! 

• Access: "access" I think we need to think about what is being done to make 
public spaces both "safe" and "welcoming". Initiate statewide studies with public 
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involvement to determine which communities have inequitable access to parks 
and green spaces. 

• Prioritizing and Implementing:  

o Could short term policy goals and long term policy goals help inform the 
actions? 

o We need to reach out to the planning community and local planning 
responsibility to implement them. Engage with local champions with local 
planners. 

• Look at Other Examples: Transition Town movement has already done this 
wordsmithing policies.The localization movement is way ahead on this kind of 
wording. Also look at documents created after dovetailing the Earth Charter with 
the Declarations of the Rights of Indigenous People. Teaching that rights come 
with responsibility will be the norm. 

• Look at Other Examples: Transition Town movement has already done this 
wordsmithing policies.The localization movement is way ahead on this kind of 
wording. Also look at documents created after dovetailing the Earth Charter with 
the Declarations of the Rights of Indigenous People. Teaching that rights come 
with responsibility will be the norm. 

 

What is missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or changed? 

001 These are excellent recommendations, but we do not have the right people at the table 
to implement. 

002 Ensure all residents of the Chesapeake Bay watershed have a maximum of a 10-minute 
walk to a park or green space. 

003 Environmental education/experiences outside of public schools is missing. For example, 
fishing days for families and bioblitzes. 

004 As was noted earlier in the full presentation - listening to those most impacted by 
environmental challenges is the critical starting point for effective and sustainable 
change. So I would think we would need a process/ timeline to engage with 
communities, build trust and then ask the questions around potential policy topics, 
rather than presenting a list. 

005 Many organizations in the Chesapeake worked to pass the Great American Outdoors Act 
in 2020. This Act provides permanent LWCF funding for both federal agencies and states. 
In order to realize the full benefits of the new law, the new Administration should make 
implementing the law a top priority. The federal agencies need to address critical 
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bottlenecks in federal land acquisition including realty staff capacity, appraisals, 
contracting and title review. Federal hiring rules need to be relaxed to enable agencies to 
hire a more diverse team of realty specialists and expand economic opportunities for 
graduates of HBCUs, HSIs and other communities. 

006 Positive pressure to opening private land for public use could be 'triggering' in rural 
communities. I would reword this concept. Our success in rural communities with this 
concept has been through one on one engagement and not policy. strategy is crucial 
here, and must stay local, not large NGO or government. 

007 Bike pedestrian connectivity is important but we also need to look at other types of 
public transportation connecting people more effectively to green spaces. Not everyone 
can afford a bike and many people still do not feel comfortable riding in urban areas for 
example. I don't feel we should not focus on bike ways but the reality is many people in 
urban areas take public transportation. How can we take those end points and make 
them more integrated with green space access. One of the worst things I see is taking 
land and turning it into developments in non-urban areas. The developments are endless 
and the access to public lands is limited to those developed areas. There is a lot on the 
education front as well so I would flesh that out. 

008 These are strong practices and policies. I think they can be further strengthened by 
creating/naming a diversity and equity strategy: 

- how will impacted communities be marketed to? 

- how will CCP build relationships with community leaders of color? 

- creating an empathetic and targeted approach to getting communities of color involved 
in each policy 

009 Conversations with communities in plans of design, review and financing of housing and 
commercial development in disadvantaged communities in order to address issues that 
directly affect urban areas such as crime, hang out spots, etc. We have to ensure that 
projects address any direct neighborhood concerns. Also, community buy-in would be 
extremely helpful. 

010 In addition to "access" I think we need to think about what is being done to make public 
spaces both "safe" and "welcoming". We would need to speak with the target 
communities to understand what would need to be done to achieve these goals.... 

011 Initiate statewide studies with public involvement to determine which communities have 
inequitable access to parks and green spaces. 

012 For the first bullet -- consider replicating 11th Street Bridge project model is building 
economic opportunities for existing communities. If I remember correctly, the project 
has some investment opportunities for these communities built in. This helps ensure that 
communities grow along with green infrastructure and recreation projects. 
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For the third bullet--consider integrating job training programs for the community that 
works with tree plantings. There are many organizations doing this work in Baltimore and 
rural Pa. Helps to equate jobs and the economy with environmental improvements. 

For the fifth bullet--consider access to public transit options as well. 

013 policy and zoning related to small farms and urban farms 

014 Reinvigorate EPA Urban Waters Initiative; 

015 Overall need to include public transportation connections. Bikeways are not enough and 
not necessarily the primary transport for some key communities. 

016 We don't have the right people at the table, they aren't in this conversation. How do we 
go to them? Need a bullet and recommendation that is specific. Identify the schools who 
we think have not been included, not require. Target Title 1, low income areas. Develop 
clear Incentives. Seems a lot like us telling other people what to do but we know so little 
about these areas, we need experts in. Bullet point on emphasis on grassroots 
community organizing. See FWS Urban Wildlife Program and NPS Certified Local 
Government Program as model 

017 This has some good tips for working with communities toward shared goals. 

https://www.fws.gov/urban/ 

018 Some of the bullets seem to skip a first step of engaging with communities, building buy-
in, identifying intersectional issues. 

019 Good start but does not feel all that new. What are the specifics. 

020 Could short term policy goals and long term policy goals help inform the actions? 
prioritizing 

021 Go into communities without an agenda and authentically ask what they need and how 
we can help. 

022 How do we connect to the younger more diverse environmental leaders 

023 It starts with developing mindsets. Need to start young. Need to continue to connect 
with the next generation. There needs to be true ladder of opportunity from Play, Learn, 
Serve, Work. 

024 Educating and recruiting support for such policies is first and requires brevity. 

Transition Town movement has already done this wordsmithing policies. 

The localization movement is way ahead on this kind of wording. 

Also look at documents created after dovetailing the Earth Charter with the Declarations 
of the Rights of Indigenous People. Teaching that rights come with responsibility will be 
the norm. 
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The urgency we face does not allow for more "community buy in" processes we have 
become accustomed to. New ways of gaining momentum are needed. Incentives are 
required. 

Lastly, for now, if we are learning to live together well with All Living things or "All Our 
Relations", requires us to reverse the "right to sprawl" mentality in the perversion of the 
"American Dream". 

Educating about how to live together well in cities and then incentivizing city living, 
prevents sprawl and so much more! 

RuthAnn Purchase James, Cultural Mapping Program Manager 

Friends of Lenape Everywhere 

025 Role of impacted community from the start. Before we start requiring or planning 
anything, we should have local community representation at the table. Investing in local 
communities. Rejobs training program. Ensure funding for these initiatives that MUST be 
funded. How do we coordinate these programs, avoid piecemeal? 

026 (continued) We don't have the right people at the table, they aren't in this conversation. 
How do we go to them? Need a bullet and recommendation that is specific. Identify the 
schools who we think have not been included, not require. Target Title 1, low income 
areas. Develop clear Incentives. Seems a lot like us telling other people what to do but 
we know so little about these areas, we need experts in.  

Bullet point on emphasis on grassroots community organizing. See FWS Urban Wildlife 
Program and NPS Certified Local Government Program as a model. MD Evergreen 
Heritage Center - connecting to public schools and their curriculum. Kent County 
Sassafras Environmental Education Center K-12 program. MD as model. Add in public 
transportation (beyond bike/walkability).  

Emphasis on mental and emotional health. Silos in local government. Land and water 
conservation fund guidelines are not directive enough- as we see agencies are not very 
diverse and address bottleneck and federal and state hiring issues. How to use 
state/federal funding to address these goals? DEIJ in organizations, internal reflection for 
hiring, recruitment, retention, etc. See CBT DEIJ in Action Guide. Overall - these policies 
and practices are not specific enough and there is a need to diversify who is a part of this 
conversation, address silos, and see what the community needs are. We need to reach 
out to the planning community and local planning responsibility to implement them. 
Engage with local champions with local planners. Workforce training 
development/apprenticeship programs to meet employment (green jobs), and 
sustainability of projects, and professional level jobs (invite more people to this 
conversation). 

027 Missing policy regarding access to clean water supply for disadvantaged communities in 
urban environments and environments facing extraction. Really strengthen the 
environmental education facet. Focus on green jobs and more employment 
opportunities!! 
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3.  Funding – Recommended for Advancing Public Health, 
Equity, and Conservation 

About funding, what is missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or 
changed?  ((Draft funding principles below, responses further below.) 

• Re-prioritize current parks, recreation and conservation funds creating equity 
requirements to tip the scales toward organizations, neighborhoods and communities 
long under-resourced and disadvantaged. Ensure funding for urban conservation is on 
par with or exceeding rural conservation.  

• Increase assistance and funding to neighborhood-based groups that haven’t had access; 
activating those groups and offering seed funding to those mostly volunteer-based 
groups; sharing lessons learned and best practices across community groups struggling 
with similar challenges.  

• Minimizing crowding should be a goal and generate priorities for new park and other 
greening project resources. Include funding for micro parks to ease demand on large 
systems. Add equity/inclusion standards to Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor 
Recreation Plans (SCORPs) to influence LWCF allocations.  

• Create tax incentives for urban farming. Fund and incentivize local school meal 
programs, using local foods. Provide support for regional food systems to address 
specific barriers and for community gardens, farms, farmers markets, grocery stores, 
PYO orchards.  

• Pursue Green Bonds bills, including funding workforce development. Prioritize equity 
zones.  

• Push funders to demonstrate equity criteria and fund equity and health impact 
assessments.  

• Leverage private equity through conservation banking. 

 

THEMES in FUNDING 

• Highlighted Comment:  The current grant funding system is built on a white-
dominated system, and does not offer true access to brown and black people, 
who do not have the resources to administer grants in a way that is healthy to 
their organization. It is not enough to offer funding at the community-level, when 
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the system has not been changed or updated for actual equitable access. Perhaps 
a policy recommendation should be to dismantle the current grant funding 
systems and re-build for actual equity. 

• How do we track and capture the positive impact of trails, parks and 
greenspace.  Credit private investment and make sure that we are not 
minimizing the role that direct private conservation plays in larger picture. 

• More attention to local bond issues; summarize the bonds that passed at the 
state and local bond issues in last election 

• Using the zoning/development process to get better local trails, access while 
increasing state and federal priority 

• New Funding Partners: 

o Leveraging funding from water quality restoration and other programs for 
public access; build public access into weighting criteria for competitive 
funding programs. 

o Work with Federal partners.  Push partners to work with other agencies 
to leverage Department of Transportation/ Department of Education even 
federal DOD 

• Expand Thinking.  Baltimore County example, need to appropriate resources for 
linear parks, not just wait on development process to protect greenway 

• Access  

o 20 minute walking distance not inclusive 

o Parks that are only accessible from car trip may not meet community need 

o Think about crowding too.  Not just access, access to parks that are not 
overcrowded 

• Fiscal notes on legislative proposals take into the economic benefits as well as 
the revenue costs 

• Concern about heightened investment will lead to gentrification; need to focus 
on housing advocates to prevent. 
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What’s missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or changed? 

001 More attention to local bond issues; summarize the bonds that passed at the state and 
local bond issues in last election 

002 Focus on increasing level of investment and fighting construct of a diminishing resource 

003 Using the zoning/development process to get better local trails, access 

while increasing state and federal priority 

004 Use TPL access criteria as but be aware that it only measures time and distance, not level 
of crowding 

005 Leveraging funding from water quality restoration and other programs for public access; 
build public access into weighting criteria for competitive funding programs. 

Push partners to work with other agencies to leverage 

Department of Transportation/ Department of Education even federal DOD 

006 Baltimore County example, need to appropriate resources for linear parks, not just wait 
on development process to protect greenways 

007 Ensuring communities that all communities that have a deficit in public access have 
priority access 

20 minute walking distance not inclusive 

Parks that are only accessible from car trip may not meet community need 

Disadvantaged communities on rural and urban areas 

Focusing on using rights of way for roads and sidewalks to enhance health and recreation 
experience---- 

008 Concern about focus on volunteer groups as passing through to communities 

We need to be able to track how funding is actually being programmed at the local level 

009 how do we track and capture the positive impact of tails, parks and greenspace 

Headwater Economics, TPL economic benefit of trails and open space, National 
Landscape Architecture Foundation webpage 

010 Fiscal notes on legislative proposals take into the economic benefits as well as the 
revenue costs 

Keystone Conservation Trust, investments benefitting local economies 

011 MD real estate transfer tax for conservation 

Local bonding authority based on the revenue from transfer tax 

012 Utilize the development process to acquire new shared open space that benefit high 
need social areas: places where there is high open space deficit, a prevalence of multi-
family housing, a prevalence of vulnerable populations 
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013 park closures and expanded uses; MD analyzing the data to identifying need 

internal policy for mitigation banking and credits on DNR eased land as well as DNR 
owned lands 

increase incentives to encourage landowners 

DNR working on up to 75% of fair market value on easement up from 45% 

Funding in MD continues to flow; running about 30% above normal acquisitions 

market for conservation strong 

014 Credit private investment and make sure that we are not minimizing the role that direct 
private conservation plays in larger picture. 

015 Metrics for evaluation of investments. See Headwaters Economics - 
https://headwaterseconomics.org/; The Trust for Public Land's Study of the Economic 
Value of Seattle's Parks; the Landscape Architecture Foundation's Landscape 
Performance Project: https://www.lafoundation.org/ 

016 Process and forms and liabilities for funding is discouraging participation 

Access to funding limited 

How do we move beyond volunteer role 

017 Concern about heightened investment will lead to gentrification; need to focus on 
housing advocates to prevent. 

Work more closely with HUD ($, programs), Habitat for Humanity (keep them as low-
income housing for longer term). 

Develop consv finance pilot project focused on public health. 

Need more education on conservation finance-- how to leverage private equity-- raise 
level of comfort in talking about this. 

Increase knowledge of potential of carbon, other green resilience bonds 

Build capacity of locals/communities to maintain parks, restoration efforts. 

GAOA- could this be deployed for upkeep and maintenance for parks and etc. in low 
income communities? 

Make maintenance sexy again-- Get from reactive state (GAOA) and move to proactive 
one that addresses needs at community level. Don’t just do large infrastructure projects. 
Need to be thoughtful about long term planning to ultimately save money. 

Drinking water and clean air important EJ issue that is missing on this list. Mostly 
planning and education but could be tied to workforce dvmt and Green Bonds. 

Clean Water SRF- while often used to update wastewater but could be used better for 
Green infrastructure. 
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SCORP- need to better address DEIJ and different landscapes; need to do infilling (does 
not always get addressed when looking across landscape). Will be better funded with 
GAOA. Could Bay SCORPs be better coordinated? 

Tie Green Infrastructure with other infrastructure. 

Use FEMA new hazard mitigation funding to reduce heat, flooding and other issues that 
disproportionately impact low income. 

018 Best sites can go unfunded if local orgs cannot program, use and elevate 

Investing in local groups so that they can maintain legal status and eligibility 

Building websites, partnering to provide legal administrative structure 

019 Getting funding and projects from local development process. 

In Virginia, ensure that parks and recreation are eligible categories for proffers and 
impact fees 

020 Excise tax and impact fees for providing community level projects 

021 Leveraging LWCF funds to community level priorities 

022 Dedicated acquisition funds incentives/matching requirement 

023 The current grant funding system is built on a white-dominated system, and does not 
offer true access to brown and black people, who do not have the resources to 
administer grants in a way that is healthy to their organization. It is not enough to offer 
funding at the community-level, when the system has not been changed or updated for 
actual equitable access. Perhaps a policy recommendation should be to dismantle the 
current grant funding systems and re-build for actual equity. 

024 MD and Pa, using state transfer tax and other current allocations is highly politicized 

025 MD has a significant fund balance; changing formula may be problematic 

026 Getting conservation included in likely debate/momentum on transportation and energy 
infrastructure funding at federal level needs to include mitigation and consideration of 
access in project design and funding 

027 How to get trails and public access built into the infrastructure planning and funding 
process 

028 LWCF is targeted at acquisition 

Looking to Conservation Fund, DOTs, utilities 

029 The importance of funding good design that incorporates strategies for green 
infrastructure, community-driven amenities, and does so in such a way that the project 
looks good, is capable of being maintained by local stewards, and is "just green enough" 
so that it does not cause gentrification is huge. Design is fundamental. 

030 Public space needs to viewed holistic way to include sidewalks/trails etc. 
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Public rights of way need to be enhanced for local use and maintained for local 
stewardship 

031 Eliminate the match for LWCF and other federal grants for low income groups/places. 

Unintended consequences in using landscape scale priorities- can miss 
people/underserved communities. 

Air, noise issues in low income, landfill locations -- incorporate these realities into grant 
plannings-- eliminate siloing -- educate funders. 

Work with planners, low income housing advocates, community land trusts and land 
banks (11th St Bridge example). Lincoln Inst Land Lines has good article on land banking. 

Make it easier to put vacant land into bank or to land trust. 

Engage students and landscape architects to reimagine unloved areas (postindustrial or 
vacant housing) 

032 give nonprofit to develop grant management capacity and related 

033 fund" back room services" that service multiple community-level nonprofits for grant 
admin, reporting, etc. 
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03 Project Ideas 

THEMES 

 

 

What ideas do you have for a project that can happen in the next 12-24 months 
... that the CCP or any of its partners could implement ... that would be great to 
start toward operationalizing the public health goal? 

001 AF: Urgency for creating additional green space in urban areas; let’s get property now 

002 Capture public attention on the need for additional green spaces 

003 LWCF funding criteria in PA with Park Access. 

004 Shore Rivers: Stipends for conservation work that has typically been service 
learning/volunteer work 

Youth Voice paid to participate 

Tributaries to conservation work 

Community convenings 

Educators, social works, etc., 

005 Waive funding match requirement for VLCF projects with higher than normal levels of 
respiratory disease/cancer, etc. 

006 -Direct mapping of unused land owned by hospitals and parks 

007 Identify ways that state and federal partners can help the grass-root partners to move 
forward, focusing on the successes that can be replicated. 

008 The CCP can reach out to their Congressional delegations to encourage the new 
Secretaries and political leadership to make implementation of the Great American 
Outdoors Act a priority. 

009 Need for funding for local land trusts to staff up 

010 Some of the language needs to be updated and get more specific. There is urgency for 
this. We need to find ways to be more targeted with our dollars. Identify new partners 
and put into place the vehicles to move federal dollars into actionable projects and 
programs. 

011 Collect best practices at the community level that can be shared, to identify elements of 
programs that can be replicated and benefit from. 
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012 Kyle/NPCA: Focus in Midatlantic on LWCF funding moving to community level 

shift the narrative to focus on underserved communities 

Need a long term goal to imbed these concepts into long term planning 

013 -Categorizing Gateway grants eligibility to match this goal and principles 

014 $$ enviro orgs and community organizers, $$ greenspace 

015 Identify ways that share best practices in ways better than just a simple fact sheet. 

016 Align CHBA Gateways grants with goals we've been talking about. 

017 Commitment to funding and supporting environmental internships (AKA C-STREAM) 

018 Knowing the outcomes for specific communities and aligning them with our own. 
Broaden our interpretations of these outcomes. 

019 - Mapping of vacant lands in urban areas 

020 Full court press on the education piece 

021 Comprehensive list of equity principles for all land conservation funding work. 

022 connect this conversation and the proposed principals and implementation next steps 
with the regional funding community, who is having a similar conversation. 

023 Chesapeake Wild -- incorporate equity principles. 

024 Connect with job training (restoration work) and education (early/youth, often, 
everywhere) communities. 

Work within our organizations on DEIJ use best practices, share with networks, create 
pipeline of young people, hire people from community. 

Identify/recognize on the ground leaders-- help them connect with their own 
community. 

Offer services that those communities need to advocate for their public health. 

Help with capacity building of those organizations. 

Reach out to social worker and public health sectors to discuss environmental issues and 
other mutual interests. 

025 An example of a program that gave high school students a $5,000 grant and different 
organizations made their "pitch" and the high school students both learned the 
vocabulary of grants and also the range of non-profits in the area. 

026 Doubling down on community based planning and engagement 

Need to break down barriers between policy sectors like health and education 

027 Parsing out how this goal can be operationalized in urban and rural communities. What 
does "local" mean in those contexts? 
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028 Offering programs that have dual opportunities. It's about connection programs to 
people with what they want and also what we want. 

029 - Identify further partnership opportunities with faith organizations 

030 Voices of the Chesapeake 

A coalition/project that bridges urban, rural, and suburban community leaders (and 
emerging leaders and community members of diverse socioeconomic backgrounds) with 
shaping policy and principals around Chesapeake Bay conservation. Voices of the 
Chesapeake could create a solid culture around activism in/around/for the Chesapeake 
and building an environmental future for all. 

031 Chesapeake WILD criteria should favor projects that move toward the goal. 

032 State and local governments in the region need to reprioritize current grants for 
acquisition etc. to start to provide funding to local community based orgs. to acquire, 
restore and maintain them. 

033 1. Ensuring land protection criteria includes accessibility, inclusivity, and the values of all 
communities. 2. Stewardship must keep up with Land Protection efforts (funding)... Lack 
of stewardship of open space/parks is able to be weaponized against the community in 
which it resides. 

034 Think about the messaging holistically. In a way that is accessible and relatable. 

035 Ensure existing grant programs like the Virginia Land Conservation Foundation evaluate 
applications through an equity lens. 

036 How do we incorporate the concepts we are talking about into health and education 
resource priorities.. schools need to build concepts and green infrastructure into funding 
priorities 

Design of access and recreation space into affordable and attainable community design 

037 Need to prioritize. What are the urgent and short range. 

038 convene key staff and decision makers of the state and federal conservation funding 
programs with private funders and community leaders who are leading and pioneering 
community centered park renewal and access to discuss exactly what would need to 
happen to shift resources to communities. 

039 Focus on funding maintenance of projects previously funded that are of benefit to low-
mod income communities 

040 The jurisdictions in the CB region have yet to enact the uniform partition bill state laws. 
This law tried to block taking advantage of long time land owners of color. Only NY and 
VA have done this. 

041 Tribal communities struggle with capacity. Capacity building is key to be able to be 
effective. 

042 ParkRX need to engage the medical community to better drive the greenspace 
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043 Build into grants increased community engagement. 

Diversifying our group -CCP. 

Take a new look at funding ideas with communities. 

Smaller nonprofit leaders like Tyrhee Moore- find them, engage for inspiration. 

044 Finding the correct trusted source at the local level - how do you identify those 
individuals within the community and help those individuals to speak to the community. 

045 (12-24 months from now is gonna definitely be influenced by COVID) 

046 AF: Land owner adjustment strategy for GW Forest to help guide land acquisition 
priorities and design 

047 Infrastructure bill funding should be used towards green and equitable parks such as the 
Middle Branch Park plan in Baltimore. This park plan already takes equity issues into 
consideration. The plan is in design phase now but needs implementation funding. 

048 Enact multiyear funding for community organizations (helps to sustain small 
organizations and get work done!) 

049 -Spending some time "normalizing" our work language for non-conservation 
professionals (youth, healthcare professionals, etc.) 

050 -Look at each community and what do they need? Formulate how we listen to these 
community needs. Case studies, pilot programs. Collect and collate experiences. 

-Getting the funding to the right nonprofit organizations doing the work on the ground. 

-Positive, public access to eased lands with $ to help with management and maintenance 
to landowner. 

051 We really need to prioritize for this action plan. Capacity building. Localizing the food 
shed within the watershed. 

052 Taking the lead of the local community, create and implement 3 to 4 pilot programs for 
success. Choose some rural, some urban. 

Be creative with partners - local universities, urban pocket parks, habitat and recreation. 
City of Richmond program - Green Team - good example of equitable access project. 
Create outdoor equity environmental education program. VOF launched Get Outdoors 
program - another model. 

Another model - career path - start with environmental education, move to internships, 
then job training. 

Groundwork USA good program. 

Diversity can take a lot of forms - may not be ethnic and gender 

053 Create 'back office' services to write grants, administer grants, and help build capacity. 

054 Fund meaningful partnerships between public health, ecology and communities. 
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055 Localize within a watershed 

056 Identifying opportunities for a more diverse workforce across different sectors; 
implementing trainings for green jobs within underserved communities; seeking 
appropriate funding sources. 

057 Provide funding for capacity building by creating a "back office service" opportunity that 
smaller, under-resourced groups can utilize. This would include grant writing, financial 
reporting, grant reporting, etc. This means we build the capacity to actually get the work 
done at the community level, instead of building the capacity of these groups to do the 
administrative work (there are lots of organizations that already have this capacity). 

058 Diversify this group! Look to local civic works groups, Habitat for Humanity, Rotary 
groups, civic groups, etc. etc. 

If we're working to get away from white-savior syndrome, then we need to have other 
voices at the table (and not just determining policies/funding/principles FOR them) 
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04 Appreciations & Lingering Questions 

Throughout this meeting and the run-up to it, what do you appreciate most? 

001 Bill's facilitation! 

002 The collective wisdom that gets shared during these sessions! 

003 I appreciate how eager people were to have real conversation around local conservation 
efforts. It was a lovely group to work with. 

004 Hearing perspectives of non-feds 

005 Broad set of participants and ideas; we are making progress! 

006 The freewheeling discussions where everything can be on the table 

007 continual pushing us to think differently and engaging new partners 

acknowledging what we have done well and what we don’t know 

need to improve communication; how we talk about our work 

008 Meeting new minds! 

009 I appreciate Wendy and Joel's outstanding commitment to racial justice and equity. It's 
vitally important for our country to move forward on racial healing and reconciliation. 

010 I am hopeful that the efforts are additional and expand resources 

011 The leap forward in thinking on these issues that the Partnership has made in a relatively 
short time. We are offering great programming and collective thought-leadership that I 
as a member am benefitting from enormously. 

012 Good thought was made into making this virtual. 

013 I really like the point of focusing/using the term underserved communities not only 
ethnic communities as there are challenges throughout. 

014 Such strong commitment to diversity and inclusion is wonderful to hear. We are catching 
the wave! Great to see everyone... 

015 The honest conversation regarding the lack of diversity in conservation and the White 
Savior Complex. These are hard conversations for many people to have and everyone in 
the meeting was completely honest and humble in their suggestions for working toward 
a more inclusive space. 

016 This is my first meeting. I did not have expectation. Ultimately, this has been the most 
informed conversation of this such that I have been involved in professionally. Really 
great work and leadership! 
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What lingering questions are you leaving with? (if any) 

001 How do we keep this momentum? 

002 Operationalizing the great ideas into actions and results. 

003 Jim mentioned a Communications Strategy, I agree that is direly needed. I am a 
Communications Specialist and would love to help. My name is Hess and I am the co-
founder of the Chesapeake Conjure Society, email: 
chesapeakeconjuresociety@gmail.com 

004 How will the partnership address conservation goals and equity especially in urban 
areas? 

005 How do we betted advocate for including conservation and access in the coming debates 
over priorities and process for allocating resources at all levels of debate? 

006 how do we prevent silos - we are each doing a lot of this work, spending time and 
money. How do we serve our own organization's missions while contributing to the great 
good of the partnership? 

007 How will this public health goal become shared work among our organizations? 

008 How can this great work be communicated to Congress to provide guidance to the new 
political leadership at DOI, USDA and other agencies that will need to be confirmed by 
the U.S. Senate? 

009 What would we each define as our roles--at the various levels at which we work--in 
moving this work forward? 

010 There is a huge need to diversify this group! 

011 I am really pleased to see that the land conservation community is talking about ways to 
be more relevant outside their normal arena and look forward to the actions taking to 
make greater and deeper connections. 

012 While case studies are inspirational, Joel's closing remarks on working systematically on 
grant funding and partnership were right on. We need to identify the barriers esp. in 
LWCF and tackle them as this is something we can do as a group and have a lot expertise. 

013 Not a question, just a thought: When discussing these issues, I think that using the terms 
"DEIJ" or "JEDI" are not the best approach. These terms were developed by the corporate 
world to approach diversity issues in a dishonest, white-washed way. I feel as though 
CCP's goals reach beyond this corporate definition and there should be a discussion on 
the best way to communicate our goals of equity and inclusion in a way that is personal 
for us and our communities. 

014 How is the ecosystem health being included.... habitat, flora, fauna, soils? 
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Saved Chat Text 

 

(Only relevant chats saved; time coding is in U.S. Eastern time) 

09:32:51 Good morning! It's great to see everyone. I'm sorry we can't be together at NCTC. 

09:33:02 Agree 100%! 

09:33:14 indeed! 

09:33:26 Good Morning 

09:33:33 Strangely, the bar holds the same number 

09:33:35 Absolutely miss NCTC! 

09:33:48 I'm only able to stay on until 10:40 due to an all staff meeting today at ClearWater.  

09:33:58 It's like a breakout room bar. 

09:33:59 Can we get Jim to tell us about the progress with the Anacostia watershed in in 
terms of expanded public access 

09:34:32 Good morning everyone. I'm excited to listen in. Otherwise I would be outside 
today... out yesterday and tomorrow in a work location with no cell reception! 

09:36:02 Good morning everyone, Looking forward to learning about the great work you are 
all doing in the watershed.  

09:36:10 Welhik Alapaek everyone 

09:36:55 Thank you! 

09:45:53 Hear, hear! 

09:47:44 FYI, information on the upcoming conservation finance course that Wendy 
mentioned: https://www.chesapeakeconservation.org/wp-
content/uploads/2020/10/Chesapeake-Conservation-Finance-Intensive-2021-
intro.pdf 

09:47:48 Thanks Wendy 

09:48:02 Thank you Wendy 

09:48:13 Great comments, Wendy. Thank you for your leadership! 

09:48:14 Thanks Wendy! 

09:48:42 Wendy those were great remarks…our work is more relevant than ever! 

09:49:12 Wendy -- Thank you for your leadership and NPS's vision to improve racial justice 
and equity!  
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09:50:14 And to the importance of DEIJ 

09:50:39 Great message Wendy!  I hope we can continue to work together in the 
Chesapeake region. 

09:53:24 Yes, I would like a copy of that report.  The Commission will likely be exploring the 
Family Forest Carbon Program as part of its January meeting.  

09:53:34 Most definitely! 

10:03:49 Sara - well done!  Captured the sessions and the values and energy driving us 
forward perfectly!!   

10:03:58 Powerful video. Thank you for sharing it. 

10:04:02 Awesome!!! 

10:04:07 Fantastic! 

10:04:08 Nice job! 

10:04:18 awesome job 

10:04:21 Great job! 

10:04:28 Excellent video! 

10:04:41 ditto ditto 

10:04:45 Fantastic video! 

10:04:45 Can you share a link to that great video!!   

10:04:46 Great video and message! 

10:07:10 Can you share a version of the video so we can launch a region wide conversation? 

10:10:02 This video would be great to share with boards.  Hope it can be sharable. 

10:12:12 I hope Jonathon can share these slides so we can present them to our 
organizations;  really impressive work to integrate our collective input 

10:12:29 Ditto  

10:13:03 Yes.  Slides will be shared. 

10:13:05 I would like to see them as well. 

11:00:26 Thanks so much for the discussion 

11:01:50 Need more technical assistance to low income communities 

11:05:49 Thank you for sharing, Abel. Existing grant programs should begin evaluating 
applications through an equity lens. 

11:05:52 the CBT DEIJ in Action Guide has some good guidance for the points that Abel is 
making, and the discussions of our small group https://cbtrust.org/wp-
content/uploads/CB-Watershed-DEIJ-Guide_May-2019.pdf 
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11:06:10 Agree. And we need to remember all the public health studies that document all 
the health benefits of people spending time outside in green spaces. 

11:06:29 Right on technical assistance -- and not just planting trees, but accessing and 
building wealth and financial resources. 

11:06:39 Agree! 

11:09:38 Everyone will not become grant writers, but providing those services to small non-
profits makes a lot of sense. 

11:09:54 How many people in this work are under employed or out of work?  How do we 
incentivize participation of those who are out of work?  paid internships, temp 
jobs, day jobs to attend planning and educational meetings 

11:10:24 Capacity building is essential. 

11:11:43 Agreed with Abel, Melissa, and the Chief of the Lenape Tribe. Part of what keeps 
people out is economic inequity. There would be a great interest if this work was 
available to community in the form of paid opportunity. 

11:12:12 We need to be intentional in this work, changing funding criteria is a start, but we 
need to fund capacity building, establish communities of practice, and support 
networked approaches to ensuring capacity exists to get stuff done. 

11:12:32 +++ 

11:13:00 Agree that capacity building is a huge need and potential role.  

11:16:48 I hope we can add to the proposed " action plan" addressing " heirs property "  
through enactment of the uniform state statute in watershed states that have not 
yet done so. And expanding " Park RX  programs to drive demand for more green 
spaces. 

11:18:22 Clearing clouded titles is a huge barrier, particularly in government land 
acquisition. 

11:19:52 Jonathan Doherty : Recommendations for Advancing Public Health, Equity, and 
Conservation  
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xlOiYQYCGKsWGyOlIFotLGjMx_IU_-
PW5rfgcVsYCQU/edit?usp=sharing 

11:20:25 I see lots of overlap between Principles and Funding lists maybe points to need for 
lots of ground work. 

11:22:04 Pretty good principle: Build wealth in disadvantaged communities.  

11:22:38 PEC is co-sponsoring a discussion of how to keep land in BIPOC, dealing with family 
title issues.  https://www.pecva.org/event/keeping-land-in-the-family/ 

11:22:59 Like the idea of using principles as a checkpoint for all of us. 

11:23:24 That sounds like a necessary discussion! 
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11:23:45 A recognition that there is leadership and action already on the ground 

11:24:11 Justin Doyle - James River Association : I agree, Jennifer. Good point. 

11:24:54 Absolutely! 

11:25:21 Everyone needs to read ‘Pedagogy of the Oppressed’ 

11:26:12 +++ 

11:26:18 I read that in college 

11:26:22 Dear All, fabulous discussions. I agree that these discussions  (policies, values) 
must become the renewed foundation upon which our work is based. Sorry I need 
to hop off 

11:26:28 It was a mandatory part of my curriculum at my HBCU 

11:27:39 Have appreciated participating this morning. Apologies but have to hop off now 
for another meeting.  

11:27:41 Agree on the required reading--this is a classic. 

11:28:10 Great article on the trade in enslaved people.  
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/slavery-trail-of-tears-180956968/ 

11:31:48 This was a really great meeting! 

11:31:55 I appreciated the opportunity to be with you this morning. 

11:31:58 Work is happening to address equitable access to parks and green spaces in 
Richmond. I see it as a model for other communities in the bay watershed to 
emulate. 

11:32:28 Yes, I've looked a bit at the Richmond 2050 plan and it seems that way. 

11:33:24 Top, most important to do in next year. 

11:48:43 Yes!!! 

11:48:56 Asset based lens, not a lacking based lens. Love it. 

11:50:58 It's lenses, all the way down 

11:51:41 Look forward to connecting on the real work ahead! 

11:53:18 There is a radio show Sunday morning on WRNR called Voices of the Chesapeake 
Bay https://wrnr.com/staff/michael-buckley/pages/voices-of-the-bay  In 
everything we are trying to accomplish we need to communicate better with the 
public.  Interviews, letters to the editor, and such. Maybe develop a 
communications plan? 

11:53:52 Great meeting involving a remarkable breadth of knowledge.  Thank you for all you 
have taught me.  

11:55:03 Thanks to everyone for continuing to collaborate and communicate the 
opportunities we are all working for. 
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11:55:07 Agreed Jim, a comprehensive Comms strategy is needed. 

11:57:54 The staff did an incredible job of setting up and running the meeting.  It was a 
good, productive meeting. 

11:58:13 I like that idea, Joel. 

11:58:15 Thank you everyone for having me. I have to jump off for another meeting. This 
was a great conversation! 

11:58:19 Thanks so much everyone. I have to run to the next thing. Good luck in all your 
work.  

11:58:36 And thanks for pushing forward with this.  

11:58:45 very good meeting, thank you. 

11:59:46 So appreciate the perspective and expertise the new voices in the partnership 
have brought.  

11:59:53 Thanks everyone! 

12:00:41 Thank you, all! This has been a wonderful series and annual meeting. Must run to 
another meeting... 

12:00:45 Wani’shi ta 

12:01:09 Very excellent. Thank you for the invitation. I look forward to staying engaged. 

12:01:35 Thanks for your time everyone. I really enjoyed the discussion. I can be reached at 
abel@defensoresdelacuenca.org if you would like to continue the discussion. 

12:01:58 Thank you for a fantastic meeting. I look forward to working with you in the future.  

12:01:59
 https://secure.feedingamerica.org/site/Donation2?df_id=29218&mfc_pref=T&2
9218.donation=form1&s_src=Y20YP1B1Z&s_subsrc=c&s_keyword=feeding%20am
erica&&gclid=Cj0KCQiAhs79BRD0ARIsAC6XpaVV-
VeNoWWsiQi6MN5GqKyzoTLu5vry68Nur5xMYI2SwE0J1khwgSsaAqIPEALw_wcB 

12:02:14 https://www.feedingamerica.org/find-your-local-foodbank 

12:02:25 namaste 

12:02:42 Great to see everyone! 
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	2. Public Health & Communities Require Multidisciplinary Approaches: Programmatic “silo-ation” exacerbates problems. Communities require integrated approaches.
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	6. Adapt Priorities: An equity focus will require an adaptation of our current scaled practices to sometimes target smaller and different conservation actions such as addressing park deserts.
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	8. Connectivity is Key: Walking is the only free method of transportation. All residents in the watershed should live within walking distance of publicly accessible and safe connected networks of  green space.
	9. Healthy Local/Regional Food Systems Support Healthy Communities: Farming, whether rural or urban, provides jobs, healthy food, and less fragile food systems. We need a collaborative, sustained, community-based effort to enhance local and regional f...
	10. Make Equity Analyses Standard Practice: Agencies, elected officials, NGOs, and advocates should use data-informed maps and tools to identify priority neighborhoods and collaborate with local residents and organizations to plan or improve parks, tr...
	11. Land Conservation Entities Must Evolve.  In order for the above principles to come to life, land conservation organizations, ranging from land trusts to government agencies must internally transform to become more equity focused organizations.
	THEMES in PRINCIPLES
	What is missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or changed?
	001 What exactly are we acknowledging specifically in our history? Land use, access?
	002 1. Specifics acknowledging history
	003 Really have to know that a lot of these have to be with a changing mindset. It is important to acknowledge it. The principles are fabulous, but in the implementation there are going to be officials that are in a different place than us. Getting th...
	004 2. How do we "go to them", them being public health oriented issues?
	005 Silo-ation seems to be an inside term. Organizations and partners are divided and operate independently without sharing information. We are distant from the public health community.
	006 There are different things we can contribute at different levels. Working at the community level is important, but we are not all on that level (federal government). Different scales at which people can contribute to these objectives must be noted.
	007 1. Be specific about what events need to be acknowledged and corrected, e.g., neighborhood redlining and the impact on communities and access to investment and parks.
	008 Integrating the economy into this. Economic systems are vital to getting people to places. There has to be an inclusion of the economy in this.
	009 9. healthy food systems- mention food deserts or access to affordable healthy foods.
	010 Acknowledging the history includes the community level efforts to combat redlining who didn't wait for us to catch up. Showing the map of redlining in Baltimore, also show the mapping of green spaces to show how the community has already responded.
	011 2. Multidisciplinary communications is gonna require more time, more money, etc.
	012 2. A broader context.
	Multidisciplinary partnerships requires different management new communication skills
	013 2. Communication is KEY and is critical
	014 3. livability. Define
	015 Being intentional about equity is a must. - we have been discussing this topic for years and the needle has not moved much. It is time for us to become intentional on the approach and to embrace others . Our biases led us to think that seeing othe...
	016 These are not just principles above. They include background information. This information should be used as an introduction and then use the principles to make real changes. People at different scales should be able to do their work at different ...
	017 2. We can't be everything to all people
	018 1, 5 and 6 could be unpacked and stated in a few sentences (as a background) and then move into the principles.
	019 Deliberate and direct inclusion of these principles, continuously
	020 There is a large difference between vision and policy and need to refine these principles to do that.
	021 Park access is important
	022 5, 9, and 10 are initial priorities
	023 Lots of jargon here, how do we standardize these terms
	024 This list is written as where we are as a partnership. We are still outsiders in a lot of the communities mentioned. When does the 'they' become the 'we'. How do we get where we want to end up?
	025 Define connectivity, walkability, barriers, openness,
	026 8. Can we center access into future infrastructure plans?
	027 9. Food is so important and a good topic for rallying around
	028 7. Who is "we" in this?
	029 Where is the conservation/ecosystem values here?
	030 Needs more stewardship reflected here
	031 Missing: Conservation value of landscapes and ecosystems themselves as well as other values that can enhance conservation values.
	032 How can these parks be a source of the economy for the community? Bringing the investments back into the community. Principle: intertwine health, local economics and jobs. Then move into the nitty gritty- don't scare people off with the details ea...
	033 Thoughts on current situation...How do we sustain enthusiasm for outdoor recreation in a post-pandemic world? How can we capitalize on vacant properties and buildings in urban areas due to the pandemic to create more open spaces where it is needed...
	034 Those who are not at the community level should not hinder those working at the community level. Policies discussion? Principle could be that we align our programs so that they are not barriers.
	035 Principles should increase health and wealth for those living in the communities. Economic mobility issue.
	036 Presence of environmental justice would be important
	037 "balance"
	038 "Subverting the idea that environmentalism is a luxury good"
	039 Fundamental disconnect between where we are and where we want to be. We should let funders know this. Groups like ours need to say that ranking systems for funding need to be updated to meet our principles. A statement from our community would be ...
	040 Use of land once it's conserved



	2.  Policies & Practices – Recommended for Advancing Public Health, Equity, and Conservation
	Of these policies and practices, what is missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or changed?  ((Draft policies below, responses further below.)
	 Integrate open space planning with housing and development policies to ensure access and prevent gentrification. Build in clear strategies for avoiding green gentrification from the very beginning.
	 Make equitable parks, open space, green infrastructure assessments and plans part of design, review and financing of housing and commercial development in disadvantaged and low income, neighborhoods of color.
	 Adopt or strengthen policies to maintain trees, tree canopy areas, and forests and incentivize renewable development on already impacted lands.
	 Update ordinances for adequate public facilities. Develop and stick to health impact goals for assessments such as walkability. Require developers to dedicate public open space.
	 Adopt connectivity policies in master plans. Make bike-pedestrian infrastructure an access priority.
	 Build incentives and positive pressure through education and landowner networks to open private lands to public use, especially on the waterfront. Expand liability protections. Provide higher payments for public access in easement valuations on priv...
	 Require public schools to provide multiple opportunities for students to engage in outdoor learning experiences. Adopt environmental literacy graduation requirements. Support  teacher training and  professional development.
	THEMES in POLICIES & PRACTICES
	What is missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or changed?
	001 These are excellent recommendations, but we do not have the right people at the table to implement.
	002 Ensure all residents of the Chesapeake Bay watershed have a maximum of a 10-minute walk to a park or green space.
	003 Environmental education/experiences outside of public schools is missing. For example, fishing days for families and bioblitzes.
	004 As was noted earlier in the full presentation - listening to those most impacted by environmental challenges is the critical starting point for effective and sustainable change. So I would think we would need a process/ timeline to engage with com...
	005 Many organizations in the Chesapeake worked to pass the Great American Outdoors Act in 2020. This Act provides permanent LWCF funding for both federal agencies and states. In order to realize the full benefits of the new law, the new Administratio...
	006 Positive pressure to opening private land for public use could be 'triggering' in rural communities. I would reword this concept. Our success in rural communities with this concept has been through one on one engagement and not policy. strategy is...
	007 Bike pedestrian connectivity is important but we also need to look at other types of public transportation connecting people more effectively to green spaces. Not everyone can afford a bike and many people still do not feel comfortable riding in u...
	008 These are strong practices and policies. I think they can be further strengthened by creating/naming a diversity and equity strategy:
	- how will impacted communities be marketed to?
	- how will CCP build relationships with community leaders of color?
	- creating an empathetic and targeted approach to getting communities of color involved in each policy
	009 Conversations with communities in plans of design, review and financing of housing and commercial development in disadvantaged communities in order to address issues that directly affect urban areas such as crime, hang out spots, etc. We have to e...
	010 In addition to "access" I think we need to think about what is being done to make public spaces both "safe" and "welcoming". We would need to speak with the target communities to understand what would need to be done to achieve these goals....
	011 Initiate statewide studies with public involvement to determine which communities have inequitable access to parks and green spaces.
	012 For the first bullet -- consider replicating 11th Street Bridge project model is building economic opportunities for existing communities. If I remember correctly, the project has some investment opportunities for these communities built in. This ...
	For the third bullet--consider integrating job training programs for the community that works with tree plantings. There are many organizations doing this work in Baltimore and rural Pa. Helps to equate jobs and the economy with environmental improvem...
	For the fifth bullet--consider access to public transit options as well.
	013 policy and zoning related to small farms and urban farms
	014 Reinvigorate EPA Urban Waters Initiative;
	015 Overall need to include public transportation connections. Bikeways are not enough and not necessarily the primary transport for some key communities.
	016 We don't have the right people at the table, they aren't in this conversation. How do we go to them? Need a bullet and recommendation that is specific. Identify the schools who we think have not been included, not require. Target Title 1, low inco...
	017 This has some good tips for working with communities toward shared goals.
	https://www.fws.gov/urban/
	018 Some of the bullets seem to skip a first step of engaging with communities, building buy-in, identifying intersectional issues.
	019 Good start but does not feel all that new. What are the specifics.
	020 Could short term policy goals and long term policy goals help inform the actions? prioritizing
	021 Go into communities without an agenda and authentically ask what they need and how we can help.
	022 How do we connect to the younger more diverse environmental leaders
	023 It starts with developing mindsets. Need to start young. Need to continue to connect with the next generation. There needs to be true ladder of opportunity from Play, Learn, Serve, Work.
	024 Educating and recruiting support for such policies is first and requires brevity.
	Transition Town movement has already done this wordsmithing policies.
	The localization movement is way ahead on this kind of wording.
	Also look at documents created after dovetailing the Earth Charter with the Declarations of the Rights of Indigenous People. Teaching that rights come with responsibility will be the norm.
	The urgency we face does not allow for more "community buy in" processes we have become accustomed to. New ways of gaining momentum are needed. Incentives are required.
	Lastly, for now, if we are learning to live together well with All Living things or "All Our Relations", requires us to reverse the "right to sprawl" mentality in the perversion of the "American Dream".
	Educating about how to live together well in cities and then incentivizing city living, prevents sprawl and so much more!
	RuthAnn Purchase James, Cultural Mapping Program Manager
	Friends of Lenape Everywhere
	025 Role of impacted community from the start. Before we start requiring or planning anything, we should have local community representation at the table. Investing in local communities. Rejobs training program. Ensure funding for these initiatives th...
	026 (continued) We don't have the right people at the table, they aren't in this conversation. How do we go to them? Need a bullet and recommendation that is specific. Identify the schools who we think have not been included, not require. Target Title...
	Bullet point on emphasis on grassroots community organizing. See FWS Urban Wildlife Program and NPS Certified Local Government Program as a model. MD Evergreen Heritage Center - connecting to public schools and their curriculum. Kent County Sassafras ...
	Emphasis on mental and emotional health. Silos in local government. Land and water conservation fund guidelines are not directive enough- as we see agencies are not very diverse and address bottleneck and federal and state hiring issues. How to use st...
	027 Missing policy regarding access to clean water supply for disadvantaged communities in urban environments and environments facing extraction. Really strengthen the environmental education facet. Focus on green jobs and more employment opportunities!!


	3.  Funding – Recommended for Advancing Public Health, Equity, and Conservation
	About funding, what is missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or changed?  ((Draft funding principles below, responses further below.)
	 Re-prioritize current parks, recreation and conservation funds creating equity requirements to tip the scales toward organizations, neighborhoods and communities long under-resourced and disadvantaged. Ensure funding for urban conservation is on par...
	 Increase assistance and funding to neighborhood-based groups that haven’t had access; activating those groups and offering seed funding to those mostly volunteer-based groups; sharing lessons learned and best practices across community groups strugg...
	 Minimizing crowding should be a goal and generate priorities for new park and other greening project resources. Include funding for micro parks to ease demand on large systems. Add equity/inclusion standards to Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recrea...
	 Create tax incentives for urban farming. Fund and incentivize local school meal programs, using local foods. Provide support for regional food systems to address specific barriers and for community gardens, farms, farmers markets, grocery stores, PY...
	 Pursue Green Bonds bills, including funding workforce development. Prioritize equity zones.
	 Push funders to demonstrate equity criteria and fund equity and health impact assessments.
	 Leverage private equity through conservation banking.
	THEMES in FUNDING
	What’s missing?  What might be improved, strengthened or changed?
	001 More attention to local bond issues; summarize the bonds that passed at the state and local bond issues in last election
	002 Focus on increasing level of investment and fighting construct of a diminishing resource
	003 Using the zoning/development process to get better local trails, access
	while increasing state and federal priority
	004 Use TPL access criteria as but be aware that it only measures time and distance, not level of crowding
	005 Leveraging funding from water quality restoration and other programs for public access; build public access into weighting criteria for competitive funding programs.
	Push partners to work with other agencies to leverage
	Department of Transportation/ Department of Education even federal DOD
	006 Baltimore County example, need to appropriate resources for linear parks, not just wait on development process to protect greenways
	007 Ensuring communities that all communities that have a deficit in public access have priority access
	20 minute walking distance not inclusive
	Parks that are only accessible from car trip may not meet community need
	Disadvantaged communities on rural and urban areas
	Focusing on using rights of way for roads and sidewalks to enhance health and recreation experience----
	008 Concern about focus on volunteer groups as passing through to communities
	We need to be able to track how funding is actually being programmed at the local level
	009 how do we track and capture the positive impact of tails, parks and greenspace
	Headwater Economics, TPL economic benefit of trails and open space, National Landscape Architecture Foundation webpage
	010 Fiscal notes on legislative proposals take into the economic benefits as well as the revenue costs
	Keystone Conservation Trust, investments benefitting local economies
	011 MD real estate transfer tax for conservation
	Local bonding authority based on the revenue from transfer tax
	012 Utilize the development process to acquire new shared open space that benefit high need social areas: places where there is high open space deficit, a prevalence of multi-family housing, a prevalence of vulnerable populations
	013 park closures and expanded uses; MD analyzing the data to identifying need
	internal policy for mitigation banking and credits on DNR eased land as well as DNR owned lands
	increase incentives to encourage landowners
	DNR working on up to 75% of fair market value on easement up from 45%
	Funding in MD continues to flow; running about 30% above normal acquisitions
	market for conservation strong
	014 Credit private investment and make sure that we are not minimizing the role that direct private conservation plays in larger picture.
	015 Metrics for evaluation of investments. See Headwaters Economics - https://headwaterseconomics.org/; The Trust for Public Land's Study of the Economic Value of Seattle's Parks; the Landscape Architecture Foundation's Landscape Performance Project: ...
	016 Process and forms and liabilities for funding is discouraging participation
	Access to funding limited
	How do we move beyond volunteer role
	017 Concern about heightened investment will lead to gentrification; need to focus on housing advocates to prevent.
	Work more closely with HUD ($, programs), Habitat for Humanity (keep them as low-income housing for longer term).
	Develop consv finance pilot project focused on public health.
	Need more education on conservation finance-- how to leverage private equity-- raise level of comfort in talking about this.
	Increase knowledge of potential of carbon, other green resilience bonds
	Build capacity of locals/communities to maintain parks, restoration efforts.
	GAOA- could this be deployed for upkeep and maintenance for parks and etc. in low income communities?
	Make maintenance sexy again-- Get from reactive state (GAOA) and move to proactive one that addresses needs at community level. Don’t just do large infrastructure projects. Need to be thoughtful about long term planning to ultimately save money.
	Drinking water and clean air important EJ issue that is missing on this list. Mostly planning and education but could be tied to workforce dvmt and Green Bonds.
	Clean Water SRF- while often used to update wastewater but could be used better for Green infrastructure.
	SCORP- need to better address DEIJ and different landscapes; need to do infilling (does not always get addressed when looking across landscape). Will be better funded with GAOA. Could Bay SCORPs be better coordinated?
	Tie Green Infrastructure with other infrastructure.
	Use FEMA new hazard mitigation funding to reduce heat, flooding and other issues that disproportionately impact low income.
	018 Best sites can go unfunded if local orgs cannot program, use and elevate
	Investing in local groups so that they can maintain legal status and eligibility
	Building websites, partnering to provide legal administrative structure
	019 Getting funding and projects from local development process.
	In Virginia, ensure that parks and recreation are eligible categories for proffers and impact fees
	020 Excise tax and impact fees for providing community level projects
	021 Leveraging LWCF funds to community level priorities
	022 Dedicated acquisition funds incentives/matching requirement
	023 The current grant funding system is built on a white-dominated system, and does not offer true access to brown and black people, who do not have the resources to administer grants in a way that is healthy to their organization. It is not enough to...
	024 MD and Pa, using state transfer tax and other current allocations is highly politicized
	025 MD has a significant fund balance; changing formula may be problematic
	026 Getting conservation included in likely debate/momentum on transportation and energy infrastructure funding at federal level needs to include mitigation and consideration of access in project design and funding
	027 How to get trails and public access built into the infrastructure planning and funding process
	028 LWCF is targeted at acquisition
	Looking to Conservation Fund, DOTs, utilities
	029 The importance of funding good design that incorporates strategies for green infrastructure, community-driven amenities, and does so in such a way that the project looks good, is capable of being maintained by local stewards, and is "just green en...
	030 Public space needs to viewed holistic way to include sidewalks/trails etc.
	Public rights of way need to be enhanced for local use and maintained for local stewardship
	031 Eliminate the match for LWCF and other federal grants for low income groups/places.
	Unintended consequences in using landscape scale priorities- can miss people/underserved communities.
	Air, noise issues in low income, landfill locations -- incorporate these realities into grant plannings-- eliminate siloing -- educate funders.
	Work with planners, low income housing advocates, community land trusts and land banks (11th St Bridge example). Lincoln Inst Land Lines has good article on land banking.
	Make it easier to put vacant land into bank or to land trust.
	Engage students and landscape architects to reimagine unloved areas (postindustrial or vacant housing)
	032 give nonprofit to develop grant management capacity and related
	033 fund" back room services" that service multiple community-level nonprofits for grant admin, reporting, etc.



	03 Project Ideas
	THEMES
	What ideas do you have for a project that can happen in the next 12-24 months ... that the CCP or any of its partners could implement ... that would be great to start toward operationalizing the public health goal?
	001 AF: Urgency for creating additional green space in urban areas; let’s get property now
	002 Capture public attention on the need for additional green spaces
	003 LWCF funding criteria in PA with Park Access.
	004 Shore Rivers: Stipends for conservation work that has typically been service learning/volunteer work
	Youth Voice paid to participate
	Tributaries to conservation work
	Community convenings
	Educators, social works, etc.,
	005 Waive funding match requirement for VLCF projects with higher than normal levels of respiratory disease/cancer, etc.
	006 -Direct mapping of unused land owned by hospitals and parks
	007 Identify ways that state and federal partners can help the grass-root partners to move forward, focusing on the successes that can be replicated.
	008 The CCP can reach out to their Congressional delegations to encourage the new Secretaries and political leadership to make implementation of the Great American Outdoors Act a priority.
	009 Need for funding for local land trusts to staff up
	010 Some of the language needs to be updated and get more specific. There is urgency for this. We need to find ways to be more targeted with our dollars. Identify new partners and put into place the vehicles to move federal dollars into actionable pro...
	011 Collect best practices at the community level that can be shared, to identify elements of programs that can be replicated and benefit from.
	012 Kyle/NPCA: Focus in Midatlantic on LWCF funding moving to community level
	shift the narrative to focus on underserved communities
	Need a long term goal to imbed these concepts into long term planning
	013 -Categorizing Gateway grants eligibility to match this goal and principles
	014 $$ enviro orgs and community organizers, $$ greenspace
	015 Identify ways that share best practices in ways better than just a simple fact sheet.
	016 Align CHBA Gateways grants with goals we've been talking about.
	017 Commitment to funding and supporting environmental internships (AKA C-STREAM)
	018 Knowing the outcomes for specific communities and aligning them with our own. Broaden our interpretations of these outcomes.
	019 - Mapping of vacant lands in urban areas
	020 Full court press on the education piece
	021 Comprehensive list of equity principles for all land conservation funding work.
	022 connect this conversation and the proposed principals and implementation next steps with the regional funding community, who is having a similar conversation.
	023 Chesapeake Wild -- incorporate equity principles.
	024 Connect with job training (restoration work) and education (early/youth, often, everywhere) communities.
	Work within our organizations on DEIJ use best practices, share with networks, create pipeline of young people, hire people from community.
	Identify/recognize on the ground leaders-- help them connect with their own community.
	Offer services that those communities need to advocate for their public health.
	Help with capacity building of those organizations.
	Reach out to social worker and public health sectors to discuss environmental issues and other mutual interests.
	025 An example of a program that gave high school students a $5,000 grant and different organizations made their "pitch" and the high school students both learned the vocabulary of grants and also the range of non-profits in the area.
	026 Doubling down on community based planning and engagement
	Need to break down barriers between policy sectors like health and education
	027 Parsing out how this goal can be operationalized in urban and rural communities. What does "local" mean in those contexts?
	028 Offering programs that have dual opportunities. It's about connection programs to people with what they want and also what we want.
	029 - Identify further partnership opportunities with faith organizations
	030 Voices of the Chesapeake
	A coalition/project that bridges urban, rural, and suburban community leaders (and emerging leaders and community members of diverse socioeconomic backgrounds) with shaping policy and principals around Chesapeake Bay conservation. Voices of the Chesap...
	031 Chesapeake WILD criteria should favor projects that move toward the goal.
	032 State and local governments in the region need to reprioritize current grants for acquisition etc. to start to provide funding to local community based orgs. to acquire, restore and maintain them.
	033 1. Ensuring land protection criteria includes accessibility, inclusivity, and the values of all communities. 2. Stewardship must keep up with Land Protection efforts (funding)... Lack of stewardship of open space/parks is able to be weaponized aga...
	034 Think about the messaging holistically. In a way that is accessible and relatable.
	035 Ensure existing grant programs like the Virginia Land Conservation Foundation evaluate applications through an equity lens.
	036 How do we incorporate the concepts we are talking about into health and education resource priorities.. schools need to build concepts and green infrastructure into funding priorities
	Design of access and recreation space into affordable and attainable community design
	037 Need to prioritize. What are the urgent and short range.
	038 convene key staff and decision makers of the state and federal conservation funding programs with private funders and community leaders who are leading and pioneering community centered park renewal and access to discuss exactly what would need to...
	039 Focus on funding maintenance of projects previously funded that are of benefit to low-mod income communities
	040 The jurisdictions in the CB region have yet to enact the uniform partition bill state laws. This law tried to block taking advantage of long time land owners of color. Only NY and VA have done this.
	041 Tribal communities struggle with capacity. Capacity building is key to be able to be effective.
	042 ParkRX need to engage the medical community to better drive the greenspace
	043 Build into grants increased community engagement.
	Diversifying our group -CCP.
	Take a new look at funding ideas with communities.
	Smaller nonprofit leaders like Tyrhee Moore- find them, engage for inspiration.
	044 Finding the correct trusted source at the local level - how do you identify those individuals within the community and help those individuals to speak to the community.
	045 (12-24 months from now is gonna definitely be influenced by COVID)
	046 AF: Land owner adjustment strategy for GW Forest to help guide land acquisition priorities and design
	047 Infrastructure bill funding should be used towards green and equitable parks such as the Middle Branch Park plan in Baltimore. This park plan already takes equity issues into consideration. The plan is in design phase now but needs implementation ...
	048 Enact multiyear funding for community organizations (helps to sustain small organizations and get work done!)
	049 -Spending some time "normalizing" our work language for non-conservation professionals (youth, healthcare professionals, etc.)
	050 -Look at each community and what do they need? Formulate how we listen to these community needs. Case studies, pilot programs. Collect and collate experiences.
	-Getting the funding to the right nonprofit organizations doing the work on the ground.
	-Positive, public access to eased lands with $ to help with management and maintenance to landowner.
	051 We really need to prioritize for this action plan. Capacity building. Localizing the food shed within the watershed.
	052 Taking the lead of the local community, create and implement 3 to 4 pilot programs for success. Choose some rural, some urban.
	Be creative with partners - local universities, urban pocket parks, habitat and recreation. City of Richmond program - Green Team - good example of equitable access project. Create outdoor equity environmental education program. VOF launched Get Outdo...
	Another model - career path - start with environmental education, move to internships, then job training.
	Groundwork USA good program.
	Diversity can take a lot of forms - may not be ethnic and gender
	053 Create 'back office' services to write grants, administer grants, and help build capacity.
	054 Fund meaningful partnerships between public health, ecology and communities.
	055 Localize within a watershed
	056 Identifying opportunities for a more diverse workforce across different sectors; implementing trainings for green jobs within underserved communities; seeking appropriate funding sources.
	057 Provide funding for capacity building by creating a "back office service" opportunity that smaller, under-resourced groups can utilize. This would include grant writing, financial reporting, grant reporting, etc. This means we build the capacity t...
	058 Diversify this group! Look to local civic works groups, Habitat for Humanity, Rotary groups, civic groups, etc. etc.
	If we're working to get away from white-savior syndrome, then we need to have other voices at the table (and not just determining policies/funding/principles FOR them)


	04 Appreciations & Lingering Questions
	Throughout this meeting and the run-up to it, what do you appreciate most?
	001 Bill's facilitation!
	002 The collective wisdom that gets shared during these sessions!
	003 I appreciate how eager people were to have real conversation around local conservation efforts. It was a lovely group to work with.
	004 Hearing perspectives of non-feds
	005 Broad set of participants and ideas; we are making progress!
	006 The freewheeling discussions where everything can be on the table
	007 continual pushing us to think differently and engaging new partners
	acknowledging what we have done well and what we don’t know
	need to improve communication; how we talk about our work
	008 Meeting new minds!
	009 I appreciate Wendy and Joel's outstanding commitment to racial justice and equity. It's vitally important for our country to move forward on racial healing and reconciliation.
	010 I am hopeful that the efforts are additional and expand resources
	011 The leap forward in thinking on these issues that the Partnership has made in a relatively short time. We are offering great programming and collective thought-leadership that I as a member am benefitting from enormously.
	012 Good thought was made into making this virtual.
	013 I really like the point of focusing/using the term underserved communities not only ethnic communities as there are challenges throughout.
	014 Such strong commitment to diversity and inclusion is wonderful to hear. We are catching the wave! Great to see everyone...
	015 The honest conversation regarding the lack of diversity in conservation and the White Savior Complex. These are hard conversations for many people to have and everyone in the meeting was completely honest and humble in their suggestions for workin...
	016 This is my first meeting. I did not have expectation. Ultimately, this has been the most informed conversation of this such that I have been involved in professionally. Really great work and leadership!
	What lingering questions are you leaving with? (if any)
	001 How do we keep this momentum?
	002 Operationalizing the great ideas into actions and results.
	003 Jim mentioned a Communications Strategy, I agree that is direly needed. I am a Communications Specialist and would love to help. My name is Hess and I am the co-founder of the Chesapeake Conjure Society, email: chesapeakeconjuresociety@gmail.com
	004 How will the partnership address conservation goals and equity especially in urban areas?
	005 How do we betted advocate for including conservation and access in the coming debates over priorities and process for allocating resources at all levels of debate?
	006 how do we prevent silos - we are each doing a lot of this work, spending time and money. How do we serve our own organization's missions while contributing to the great good of the partnership?
	007 How will this public health goal become shared work among our organizations?
	008 How can this great work be communicated to Congress to provide guidance to the new political leadership at DOI, USDA and other agencies that will need to be confirmed by the U.S. Senate?
	009 What would we each define as our roles--at the various levels at which we work--in moving this work forward?
	010 There is a huge need to diversify this group!
	011 I am really pleased to see that the land conservation community is talking about ways to be more relevant outside their normal arena and look forward to the actions taking to make greater and deeper connections.
	012 While case studies are inspirational, Joel's closing remarks on working systematically on grant funding and partnership were right on. We need to identify the barriers esp. in LWCF and tackle them as this is something we can do as a group and have...
	013 Not a question, just a thought: When discussing these issues, I think that using the terms "DEIJ" or "JEDI" are not the best approach. These terms were developed by the corporate world to approach diversity issues in a dishonest, white-washed way....
	014 How is the ecosystem health being included.... habitat, flora, fauna, soils?



	Saved Chat Text
	(Only relevant chats saved; time coding is in U.S. Eastern time)
	09:32:51 Good morning! It's great to see everyone. I'm sorry we can't be together at NCTC.
	09:33:02 Agree 100%!
	09:33:14 indeed!
	09:33:26 Good Morning
	09:33:33 Strangely, the bar holds the same number
	09:33:35 Absolutely miss NCTC!
	09:33:48 I'm only able to stay on until 10:40 due to an all staff meeting today at ClearWater.
	09:33:58 It's like a breakout room bar.
	09:33:59 Can we get Jim to tell us about the progress with the Anacostia watershed in in terms of expanded public access
	09:34:32 Good morning everyone. I'm excited to listen in. Otherwise I would be outside today... out yesterday and tomorrow in a work location with no cell reception!
	09:36:02 Good morning everyone, Looking forward to learning about the great work you are all doing in the watershed.
	09:36:10 Welhik Alapaek everyone
	09:36:55 Thank you!
	09:45:53 Hear, hear!
	09:47:44 FYI, information on the upcoming conservation finance course that Wendy mentioned: https://www.chesapeakeconservation.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Chesapeake-Conservation-Finance-Intensive-2021-intro.pdf
	09:47:48 Thanks Wendy
	09:48:02 Thank you Wendy
	09:48:13 Great comments, Wendy. Thank you for your leadership!
	09:48:14 Thanks Wendy!
	09:48:42 Wendy those were great remarks…our work is more relevant than ever!
	09:49:12 Wendy -- Thank you for your leadership and NPS's vision to improve racial justice and equity!
	09:50:14 And to the importance of DEIJ
	09:50:39 Great message Wendy!  I hope we can continue to work together in the Chesapeake region.
	09:53:24 Yes, I would like a copy of that report.  The Commission will likely be exploring the Family Forest Carbon Program as part of its January meeting.
	09:53:34 Most definitely!
	10:03:49 Sara - well done!  Captured the sessions and the values and energy driving us forward perfectly!!
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